Centring vice
hemo optima starter kit
The perfect start with hemo
Pendulum all-rounder in the
practical system case

Application:
Unrestricted clamping of blanks
- on scale layers
- on saw and flame cuts
- of cast and forged parts
- of round parts and plates
and cubic workpieces
First and second clamping
Available in the practical system case
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Your benefit:
- Comfortable set in the system case
- Choice between centring vices
optima 80 / 150 or 80 / 200
with a clamping power of up to 28 kN
- Repeatability of 0.01mm
- Patented flushing borehole for
process-integrated cleaning of
the vice
- One pair each of hardened stepped
jaw and soft jaws in the set
Double pendulum jaw system for the
first/blank clamping, including accessories
- This makes stamping and thus a stamping station unnecessary
- No life-cycle costs, for example through worn stamping jaws
- No system dependency
- No additional working steps such as milling of clamping surfaces or stamping
- Cost reduction in the purchase of materials
- One vice for the first and second clamping

Save time and money:
Product / set

Art.
no.
102123
102125
102127
102129
100987
100989
100985
101062
101540
101541
101047
102222

Adapter plate, optima
Pendulum plate, 100mm
Fixed jaw, 100mm
Universal pressure piece
Pressure piece, shallow-corrugated
Pressure piece, flat
Pressure piece, serrated
Stepped jaw, shallow-corrugated
Centring vice optima ZS80x150
Centring vice optima ZS80x200
Soft jaws, tall
System case
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